ES-450J RS-422 The ES-450 J RS-422 - Universal Jog/Shuttle Remote makes
operation of professional video recorders fast and easy.
ES-450 is a fully functional RS-422/9-Pin
Universal Jog/Shuttle Remote that
controls most professional video
servers, file–based recorders
and VTRs.
It’s compatible
with AJA
Ki Pro
Rack, Ultra,
Ultra Plus,
ATOMOS
Shogun Studio,
Blackmagic Design
Hyperdeck Studio,
Hyperdeck Studio Mini,
Datvideo HDR 60/70,
DN-600/700, Video Devices
Pix 250i, 260i, 270i, BVW,
UVW, DSR, DVW, HVR, DVCAM, Sony XDCAM and other
9-pin equipped VTRs, DDRs and
servers from Panasonic and others.

Functionality is at your fingertips with clearly labeled buttons and a
natural-feeling key arrangement that helps you work efficiently.
Fast access to Forward Play, Reverse Play, Rewind, Fast Forward,
Still/Stop, Shuttle Select, Frame +, Frame - and Clip +/- 10 Sec.
are arranged in an array around the wheel in easy reach.
Seven locates can easily be stored and recalled with the
touch of a button.
ES-450 supports clip browsing on AJA and Video
Devices along with other decks that support this
function. The latest update includes improved
support for ATOMOS Shogun Studio.
A numeric keypad function provides
easy entry of “search to time” locate
operations.
ES-450 is the first choice for
professionals in control.

It has recently been updated with new fast
and easy features for controlling file–based
recorders, including automatic sensing, remote
clip browsing* and 2|4|8|16x shuttle buttons.
It includes our weighted, optically–encoded, all
metal, Jog/Shuttle mechanism for years of trouble
free daily use and an easy–to–read, back-lit, Time Code
display.

ES-450 Physical Specifications

The ES-450’s functions are laid out for fast and intuitive
operation without having to tediously scroll through menus to
get to often accessed features.
(ES-450 J Side View)

ES-450 Features
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*Remote clip browsing available on AJA and Video Devices Recorders

Multi-Channel RS-422 Controllers
ES-450 J2 RS-422
Two Channel Jog/shuttle remote

A version of the proven ES-450 J that incorporates a Dual Channel RS-422
interface. It provides fast, precise control of 2 VTRs, DDRs or two channel
servers. Now supports remote clip browsing on AJA and Video Devices.

ES-450 J4 RS-422
Four Channel Jog/shuttle remote

All the features of the single channel version with a Four Channel
RS-422 interface. It provides fast, precise control of up to four
VTRs, DDRs or server channels. Breakout cable included.

(ES-450 J2 Rear Panel)

(ES-450 J4 Rear Panel)

Ethernet Controllers
ES-450 Je Ethernet Jog/shuttle remote

ES-450 Physical Specifications

ES-450 Je™ is a version of the ES-450 featuring the JLCooper Jog/Shuttle
mechanism. A 10/100 Ethernet Interface provides long distance control over
LAN, WAN or the internet. It interfaces directly with eBOX to remotely control
serial equipped RS-422 servers or other devices over 10/100 Ethernet.
Developer Host Mode for easy integration into custom software applications.

(ES-450 Je Rear Panel)

(ES-450 Je Side View)

Combine ES-450 Ethernet Controllers with EBOX
Ethernet Control of up to four Serial channels

ES-450 Je can be used along with eBOX for remote long distance control
over LAN, WAN, or even over the internet, for remote control of decks
anywhere. And... it works with your existing standard wiring.
Since eBOX provides four RS-422 or RS-232 ports for controlling serial
devices, this facilitates control of up to 4 serial VTRs, DDRs or servers.
Read more about the versatile eBOX on pages 26-27.
( eBOX Rear Panel )
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